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16. Abstract In view of the ever greater interest shown for flying at high 
angle of attack, it deems necessary to further investigate the flows that 
though separated from the wing,: remain organized as stable vortex sheets, 
thus conditioning handling qualities and performance of combat aircraft. 
To this end, an experimental study, based on a swept wing, has been under 
taken in the water tunnel and the wind tunnel at low speeds (V 90 m/s), 
with a view to improve our understanding of the intervening phgnomena and 
to make easier their modelling. 
The vortex flow effects on the wing are first illustrated from 
global effor t measurements and static pressure distributions. We deduce 
the domain of existence of this type of flO\" , as a function of both sweep 
angle and angle of attack. By a phenomenological study in the water tun-
nel, we then attempt to describe the physical pattern of the vortex flow, 
from its formation near the apex to its breakdown at the trailing edge. 
Lastly, we determine, by means of a clinometric probe, the flow field 
over the wing. 
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VORTEX PATTERN DEVELOPING 0 THE UPPER SURFACE OF A SWEPT 
WING AT HIGH ANGLE OF ·ATTACK 
J. Miranoe, V. Schmitt, and H. Werle 
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA) 
1. Introduction 
The performance and handling qualities of combat aircraftLl~~ 
at high angle of attack depend greatly on the degree of organiza-
tion of the separations appearing on such configurations. Visual -
izations realized in a water tunnel on a model of a variable-
geometry aircraft (Fig. 1) show, by way of example, a disor.ganized 
separation on the upper wing (Fig. 1 a b b ') or a breakdown of 
vortex flow on the upper surface (Fig. 1 c d d') capable of 
Q.ausing undesirable effects on the performance and handling 
qualities. 
Thus, it is essential to know the structure of flows of this type 
separated from the wing as well as the factors which control 
the phenomena of formation and destruction of coherent vortex 
flows. These are the reasons and objectives of this basic study 
marie by the ONERA in both wind and water tunnels. It is based 
on the AFV-D wing having variable sweep angle~ the experimentation 
on this wing falling within the more general category of research 
related to anything from three-dimensional flows to transonic 
speeds [1]. 
2. Vortex Flows Over Wings With Variable Sweep Angles 
2.1. Testing Techniques and Conditions 
The AFV-D wing with variable sweep is a rectangular wing 
/2 
having a "peaky" symmetrical Ol'\ERA'D' wing section (e/c 0.105) -I'Ic.-
[2J. The sweepback is incorporated by rotation on an axis located 
near the socket (Fig. 2). In its desi gn the wing undergoes 
~ Numbers in the margin ind icated pa gination in the forei gn text. 
I 
\1.0<. _________________ _ 
\ 
• 
a consirlerable variation in its aspect ratio as a function of 
o 
the sweep angle which can be as large as cf> .:::. 60 . 
Fig. 1. - Flow around a model aircraft with variable 
sweep angle (water tunnel Re1~ 0 .3 x 104 ) 
a, CI views of the upper surface (dye visua1ization) 
b, b', d, d', cross sections (air bubble visualization) 
- above cf> == 25"( angle of attack cf> = 10° (a, b, c, d) and 
- below ¢ ::. 60t ) • l5@ (b', d ') 
The main characteristics of the model used during the wind 
tunnel tests are given in Table 1 whereas the coordinates of 
section 'D' are specified in Table 2. 
The tests were made in the 0 ERA S2Ch wind tunnel. It is 
an Eiffe1 closed - jet wind tunnel (diameter rP::: 3m), the maximum velo-
city of which is Vo=110 m/s and the rate of turbulence is 
moderate (£ =0.003). Since the wind tunnel is not pressurized , 
~ the range Jf the Reynolds number covered by velocity variation 
(40 m/s <Vo ( 90 m/s) is relatively small (0.8 x 106':Rec~ 1.9 x 106), 
- c representing the chord line of t he wing . 
\ 2 
r--- ------ --
a) Angle de f/eche 0:' 'P ~60· 
b ) A I/ongement 13 ~ A ~2.7 
c) Effilement 
b 
x 
/ 
-/- - -HI;}--
/ /' "" / {----L___ ·X/ Xt 
/ --~ 
. Key , a ) Sweep angle , b ) Aspect 
ratio, c) Streamlining , d ) Section 
Fig . 2. - Diagram of t he AFV-D 
-Wing with Variable Sweep 
The model is mounted on 
the floor of the wind tunnel 
by means of a strut which 
ensures the angle of attack. 
A protective circular plate 
which is joined with the 
turret screens the wing from 
the effects of the boundary 
layer present on the wall of 
the wind tunnel. 
Neasurements are taken, 
first of all concerning the 
global forces and are determined 
by means of a six-component 
balance suspended from the 
wall. The measuring equip-
ment for the model includes 341 static pressure gauges which are 
distributed in 11 sections of LWO . Due to the principle of design 
of thi s apparatus , the measurements are taken only at the rate of 
two sections per test by means of scanivalves. 
The technique of visualizing flow _ lines along the wall is 
based on the use of a quasi-perma'nently fluid viscous coating. This 
coating i s a mixture of liquid paraffin and titanium oxide. These 
visualizations, which are very useful in completing the information 
issuing from the measurements taken and in facilitating analysis, 
are not reversible due to the viscosity of the coating; thus 
precautions mus t be taken during their interpretation (see 4.2). /3 
?vloreover,a probing device has been developed f or exploring the 
flow around the wing , a nd es pecial ly at the vortex structure level. 
Figure 3 shows the model and the exp~oratory device 
allows a probe to be positioned in planes perpendicular to the 
Toot chord. It consists of a rail parallel to the chord which 
a llows positioning at x and supports a vertical groo\eensuring 
~displac ement along y of a slide conSisting of a horizontal 
3 
4 
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TABLE I - GEOi'1ETRIC C~..ARACTERISTICS OF THE AFV -D MODEL 
-
50 0n2) 1 'f0 I(m) b(mJ )0. 
0 0,300 1)200 8,00 0)3600 
30 0)3-:6 1,107 6,56 0 ,3573 
40 0 ~ 392 1,002 5,66 0,35-:6 
50 0,-:67 0,865 ~,25 0,3500 
60 0,600 0,700 2 ,87 0 ,3~20 
(a=-0.150 rn and d=- 0.060 m (Fig. 2» 
'$: sweep angle; i I root chord; 
b I semi-span; ;,. I aspect ratio; 
5"'0 wet surfact. 
TABLE 11- PROPORTIONS OF THE ONERA "D" SECTION 
X1!c z1!c x-,/c Z1!C] 
,000000 .ouoooo .072500 ;035193 I 
.000 050 ,oonq ,077500 ,035912 
.000200 ,002683 ,082500 ;036604 
.000500 ,004HS ,087500 ,037269 
.001000 ,006002 .092500 .0 37908 
.001700 ,00 7820 ,1 05000 ,039405 
.002600 ,0096H ,120000 ,O'102a 
.003100 ,011494 ,135000 : 04 2486 
.00 5000 .013310 ,155000 , 044213 
.006500 ,015091 .195000 .04 7057 
, 008300 ,016913 ,235000 ,049242 
.010300 ,018630 .27500~ ,050853 
.012500 ,OlO239 .315000 .051902 
.OHOO'? 
. 021821 , 3 55000 .052369 
.017500 .023144 ,395000 ,052230 
.020000 , 024277 ,435000 ,051476 
,022500 ,025254 ,475000 ,050123 
,025000 :026106 ,52000~ . 047942 
.0Z7500 .026557 ,580000 .04412~ 
.030000 ,OZ7528 .640000 : 039509 
.032500 ,028136 ,690000 ,035239 
.035000 .,028696 . 730000 ,0 3 1601 
.0375 00 ,02922' , 77~000 .027763 
.040000 
.029719 .810000 .023691 
.0425 00 .03019 1 ,850000 .019335 
.045000 ,030663 .890000 . OH65~ 
.0'150 0 
.031'1Q ,930000 .00969~ 
.052500 
.0JZCOl ,970000 ,OOH2, 
.057500 
.0328511 .990000 .002090 
.062500 
.033663 1.0000CO , 000780 
.067500 , OH", 
_ ._-
r-
C 
\. A ?, ~/o 
-.... 
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groove defining the displacements of axis z perpendicular to 
the plane of the wing . 
The probe, a conical t ype with five taps , allows the vec-
tor velocity in modulus and direc tion to be determined with 
a precision varying from 1.5 to 5% in a range of angles from 
o to 30°. Beyond that , up to approximately 50° , the indications 
can be used qualitatively [3J . 
Besides the five pressures indicated by the probe , two 
d istributions of parietal pressure (Fig . 3) were measured 
during the scannings to control the stability of the configuration 
and the extent of the effects of possible interaction of the 
probing apparatus. 
... 
a) Sections 
y de contro/e 
b) I Dep/acement Y 
--='-""-----' 
d ) Reg/age en X 
f) . \~Dep/acement z e) 
Plan d'exp/oratlon X g ) 
Porte sonde 
@~5" 
Detail de Ii! sonde 5prises 
Fig. 3. The Mounted Apparatus 
Key s a) Control sections, b) Y 
displacement , c) Probe , d ) Adjust-
ment along X. e) Z displacement , 
f)Exploration plane, g ) Probe 
hol~er , h ) Slide, i) The 5 -
ointed probe in detail 
.. 
2.2. Formation and Effects of 
Vortex F lows 
During t he wind tunnel 
tests, the appearance of vortex 
flows is observed in a well-
defined range of angle of attack 
and sweep angle. 
Indeed, for sweep angles 
40 ° greater than or equal to ¢ = 
the lift curves indicate a very 
characteristic nonlinear path 
(See Fig . 4) . 
This behavior is the result ' /3 
of t he presence, on the upper 
surface of the wing, of a flow which 
is separated at the leading edge, 
but which becomes organized by 
forming a conical vortex which 
creates an appreciable ga in .in 
lift . The clos e study of 
5 
, 
. j 
1-.' 
Fig. 4. - Lift and Pitching Moment 
Key: a) test.S2Ch 
this type of flow either in a water or wind tunnel by means of 
probings was made at a sweep angle of cP :::: 60 ~"'hich is a typical 
example. 
Thus, we are presenting some characteristic results relative 
to this wing configuration. First of all, we will analyze 
the lift curves and pitching moment (Fig. 4) obtained with 
Reynolds number (Re
c 
=1.9 x 106). While the change in lift shows 
the characteristics indicated above, we will point out, in 
examining the pitching moment , a tendency of the wing to drop, 
when a vortex flow appears (a ~ 9°) followed by an elevating 
divergence. this obviously indicates a change in the aerodynamic center 
resulting from the conical vortex whose position and intensity 
vary as a function of the angle of attack. Polars realized 
at an increasing then decreasing angle of attack generally result 
in curves which are not affected by hysteresis. 
A more detailed study is possible by analyzing the field of 
static pressure on the upper surface of the wing . In order to 
reveal the change in phenomena as a function of the angle of 
attack, we examined the distribution of pressure in t,."o sections 
6 
J 
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0.5 
If =60· 
a) essais, S2Ch 
Va : 9 0 mls 
Rec:1, 9 x106 
0 12 
• 14 
· 16 
·20 
c 24 
·32 
XTIC 
Fig_ 5 - Reportitions de pression_ Effet de I'ecoulement 
tourbillonnoire_ 
n<; X. IC 
Fig. 5. - Pressure distribution. 
Y / b = 0.4 and 0.8 (Fig. 5). 1 0 
The vortex system causes bell-
shaped distributions which are more 
pronounced in the lower section 
than in the upper section . The 
maximum depressions ( vortex kpmin), 
located at the level of the 
projection of the vortex axis 
in the wing plane (see 4.1 also) , 
move towards the trailing edge 
when the angle of attack increases. 
A a =12 0 the pressure distribution 
in the section YI/b
o 
= O . ~ 
characterized by a peak of 
overspeed at the leading edge 
followed by a continual recompression 
up to the trailing edge, corresponds 
to a still unseparated flow. 
The origin of the vortex which, 
accord ing to the lift curve, 
nevertheless exists and must 
thus be located outside of the 
section vl/bo = 0.4. 
The flattening of the curves of 
the pressure coefficient at 
high angle of attack or even the 
disappearance of the vortex kpmin 
(for example,a = 32 0 at y 1J bo=0. 8) 
indicates the breakdown of the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
Effect of vortex flow. 
ISeys a) tests vortex whose intensity is increasingly 
reduced a"S the angle of attack 
increases. The joint examination of pressure distributions in all 
the sections and parietal visualizations d isCillffid in detail later 
in this articl e allow it to be established tbat the position of t he 
7 
---- ,-,--- - - - - - -
vortex origi n dur ing time of its appearance is far from being 
located at the apex of the wing (Fig. 6a ), but it tends towards 
that direction when the angle of attack increases. However, due 
'to a lack of better measuring means, this origin cannot be precisely 
determined. As has already been said, figures f or the vortex 
pressure coefficient kp' i lead to the approximate de termination 
m n 
of the vortex axis projected in the wing plane . Thus, it is 
possible to schematically describe the changes of this axis which 
pivots slightly ar'ound the vortex origin towards the socket 
(Fig . 6b) when the angle of attack increases. 
2 
o 
I) ess<1i's2Ch 
Va.90mls 
Rec= 1,9><10
6 
a 
Fig. 6. - Vortex flow charactp.ristics 
a) path depend ing on the dimensions of 
the origin of the vortexes 
b) approximate positions of the 
vortex axis as a f unction of the 
angle of attack 
Key : 1) test , S2Ch 
2.3. Effect of Reynold s 
Number 
These tests also supplied 
some i ndications relative to 
the Reynolds number . An 
increase in the Reynolds 
number obtained by a velocity 
variation is indicated by a 
considerable reduction in the 
area of existence of vortex 
flows on the wing (Fig. 7). 
Their appearance in terms of 
the angle of attack is deter -
mined on this fi gure by a 
vortex value6C of approxi-
z 
mately 0.02 taking into account 
the precision of the measure-
ments. Let us note in passing 
that this appearance in wings 
with l arge sweep angles tends 
towards a value a lready observed [4] for stream-lined wings (a ~ 6° ). 
-The upper limi t of the field is defined by the values a c 
Z TIlRX 
of the stall which corresponds to the premature breakdown of 
-the vortex. Lastly , the lateral limit of the field indicating 
8 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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I 
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the minimum sweep for which this wing presents vortex flows 
is not exact ly known , for the study of the sweep was made 
l~ in steps of 5 • 
30 
20 
10 
JL 
b) 
" " " ~~~l 6Cztourb" ~ 0.02 {,m,tes = 
ilL aczmax 
-- ;;::::::: ~-~'06 
~-~ 
c ) ailes elancees 
.,,0 k a) -I-im-it-e ---o ----4~O------5~O------6~O~---~ 
Fig. 7 . - Field of exis tence of 
vortex flows. 
Keyt a) Boundaries, b) Vortex , 
c) S-t-J::ea i-Hee wings 
The effect of the Reynolds 
number is again illustrated 
by the lift curves relating to 
the s\veep <1> =500 (Fig . 8) . We 
I 
note that the angle of at tack 
of the appearanc e of the vortex 
flow increases appreciably whereas 
the maximum lift c and 
z max 
the corresponding angle of attack 
a decrease. 
cz max 
In order to shed more light 
on the profOJrl transformation of 
the flow on the upper surfac e of 
the wing in terms of the Reynolds 
number , l et us examine in detail 
what occurs wi th an angle of 
attack of a = 12. According 
to the lift curves, the vortex flow is set up with Reynolds numbers 
Re c = 0.8 x 10
6 
and ~.5 x 106 , but a vortex effect is not evident i 
wi th Re e = 1.9 x 10. This is confirmed by the pressure fields 
on the upper surface (Fig. 9). Indeed, the pressure distributions I 
. 6 
corresponding to the lowest Reynolds number (Re e = 1.3 x 10 ) I 
indicate the presence of a vortex which is still not very intense. 
On the other hand, with a higher Reynolds number, the pressure 
distributions indicate an essentially nonseparated flow 
with a high overspeed peak at the leading edge and a recompression I 
which c ntinues to the trailing edge. The visualizations along 
the s (Fig. 10) relative to the same configuration of the /1 
wing again corroborate this result. In the case of a small 
Reynolds number (Re = 0.8 X "106) we observe lines of parietal 
e 
9 
----. -- -
flow revealing a conical vortex by an inversion of the curve 
ann characteristic single lines. On t he other hanrl, in the 
case of higher Reynolrls number (Re = 1.9 x 106), ~ye especially 
c 
note , 
besides a laminar separation bubb~at the l eading enge , a very 
pronounced secondary flow in the region of the trailing enge . 
I fJ.. ~.e" uS I '{(1 ) 
c \M. ~ 
12·5 
Fig . 8. - Influenc e of Reyno l ds 
Number on Lift 
Key' a ) tests 
3. Phenomenological Study 
of Vortex Flow in a Water 
Tunnel With Low Reynolds 
Number 
3 .1 . Experimental Conditions 
This study used the 
vert i cal 0 1 ERA tunnel 5 
The visualization processes 
by liquid or gas tracers, 
and especially their appli -
cation t o such separated 
flow studies[6Jhave been 
made known in numerous 
publications. 
The interested reader will find in these documents a complete 
explanation of the experimental technique used. Here we will 
limit our discussion to a succinct report of a few details 
necessary to the understanding of the results . 
/6 
The dyes of the same density as the water were emitted from 
the surface of the models in the form of isolated filaments (for 
example Fig . la & c ) or parietal sheets (for example Fig . 18 a - f) 
making visible in a stationary field , more or less outer parietal 
flow lines or surfaces according to the regulation of the dye output. 
In the moving or turbulent zones, an aleatory distribution and 
rapid diffusion of the dye emitted occurs, which then only reveals 
t he average appearance of the phenomena . 
The same is true [or the gas tracers - miniscule air bubb les 
obtained when the tunnel is filled , whose tra jectories in transversal 
10 
- -~-- ---- ---------_. 
1- -_.-
planes ( f or examp l e Fig . 1 bb ' oct ') or l ongi t ud ina l pl anes ( f or 
example, Fi 8 ' 17 a) ar e observed . 
b 
0,4 
~.50 0..12' 
a) essais,S2Ch 
v.,(mls)R"c x1O-6 
-.- 60 
--0-- 90 
1,3 
1.9 
0,8 
Fig . 9. - Static Pressure Fields on the 
Upper Surface. Effect of Reynolds Number 
KeY I a) tests 
-
Let us observe here that 
t hese sections only give t he 
appearance of the transverse 
pseudo-flow revealed by the 
trajectory elements of the air 
bubbles cross ing the illumined 
s ection whose considerable 
t hickness cannot and must not 
be too s mall (light necessary 
to expos e negatives, length of 
t he trajectory e l ements). But 
Fi g . 10 - Visualization of parietal 
flow lines . Effect of Reynolds 
numb er - rest S2Ch, <p = 500 fa = 12°. 
a ) V = 40 m/s; Re = 0. 8 x 106 
b ) vo = 90 m/s; Rec = 1.0 x 106 
o c 
11 
1---
this appearance especially depends on the orientation of the 
s i ghrng axis (See Fig. ll~). It is thus always necessary to 
carefully interpret the various air bubble visualizations by 
cross-checking them in particular with those obtained more 
directly by means of the dyes . 
In order to make an analysis which is as precise as possible 
of the vortex struc ture of the upper surface separation near the 
apex and especially examine the interaction effects which are 
capable of occurring along the protective panel which supports 
the wings, we have used the enlarged model technique which represents , 
on a larger scale, the ' f"ield tn which one hopes to undertake a 
more detailed study . Of course, this procedure requires a comparison 
~ith a complete model . 
All of the models tested in the tunnel are represented in 
~igure 11, which indicates in addition the position of the sections 
of transversal flow visualized by air bubbles. The geometric 
characteristics of the models (sweep ~ = 60 0, ONERA'D ' section) and the 
simulated Reynolds region are given in Table 3. 
3.2. Structure of the Flow[l2] 
I 
The visualizations obtained with the complete model (Fig. 12) 
provide the indispensable overall views of flow on which the 
stable vortex structure of separation on the upper surface and 
its path as a function of the angle of attack are distinguished. 
At an angle of attack of 20° (Fig . 12 abb ' ), the sheet which 
unfurls along the swept leading edge twists into a "cone" 
[7, 8J around the main vortex of the upper surface issued near 
the apex. This vortex is situated diagonally above this nonconical 
wing and tends to breakdown downstream before the lower surface 
flow which passes around the free end of the model. Between the 
leading edge and this well structured vortex a marginal 
zone enclosed under the cone develops, which becomes d isorganized 
dOivnstream . This structure of the upper surface separation is 
confirmed by the appearance of the transversal pseudo-flow reveal~d 
12 
J 
L 
by the air bubbles (Fi . 12b). 
When the an Ie of attack increas e s (Fig . 12 acd) , we 
observe the progression upstream of ma~ "inal vortices , the 
tievelopment of the main vortex anti the clear upward motion totvards 
the apex of its breakd own point , a classical phenomenon 9 affecting 
al} the vortex str uctures at high angl es of attack. 
A variation in the Reynolds number , such as might occur in 
the tunnels (s ee Table 3 ), causes no fundamental change in 
the appearance of the transversal pseudo-flow (compare Fig. 12 band b ' ) , 
Nor in the appearance of the breakdown (compare Fig. 12 c and c') 
On the other hand, at equal angles of attack, differences in origin 
and principal vortex position are recorded compared with those 
-observed in the wind tunnel with high Reynolds number (Fig. 5 & 22 ). 
Lastly, in order to complete this description, let us note 
the presence on the lower surface (Fig . l2e) of a departure line 
line which divides the part of the lower surface flow which flows 
onto the upper surface along the lead ing ed ge of the latter from that 
which returns to the trailing edge . The vortex sheet which becomes /7 
separated alon this accentuated swept edge also twists into a 
"cone" to form a concentrated vortex of the trailing ed ge, but 
which interacts considerably with the main vortex of the upper 
s urface. 
TABLE III - CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS STUDIED I N THE \-JATER TU NEL 
._-
Ret fig.11 a~odeJe c{rnm) b(mrrj A ~ , Rec x10 
1 
b) _ 
aile complete 50 109,5 2/ 0,25 -1p 
2 C"~ nd" 0 1 e ogro Ie 100 120 1,24 0,5-2,0 
dJ 
3 apex og-ondi 100 100 1,33 0,5-5,0 
-
Key: 
a) Model 
b) Complete wing 
c) Enlarged wing 
d ) Enlarged apex 
13 
Va .. 
1 
2 
3 
I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
'- _ _ J 
c 
D 
I 
D 
E 
Fig. 11 . - Diagrams of the models tested 
in the water tunnel (<p "" 60 Q ) 
A. cross-sections visualized by air bubbles, 
B. corresponding axis of photograph taking, 
C. mirror at 45° , 
D. wall of the jetstream (normal or reduced), 
E. protective panel of the model. 
The tests made at a 20 0 angle of attack with the enlarged L5L 
wing allowed the physical diagram of the flow to be studied 
thoroughly , especially thanks to the numerous dye emitters which are 
set up in this model (Fig. 13), as well as to the various cross-sections 
14 
--------- - ----
Fig. 12 - Flow around a model of a complete ~ 
wing (water tunnel - Re ~ 0.5 x 104 except 
when indicated otherwis~). Views of the 
upper surface (a, c, c', d) and of the lower 
surface (e) cross-sections (b, bO) 
- top (l = 20 ° 4 
middle (l = 25 O(Re ~ 10 for b' and c t) 
- bottom (l = 300. c 
visualized by air bubbles (Fig. 14), which is possible to do with 12 
such a model. 
Under these conditions, the flow diagram which can be obtained 
from these tests at high angle of attack and low Reynolds number 
(Re
c
% 104 ) is the following l 
15 
- the departure line P of the lower surface (Fig . lSa) 
originates from a single nonisotropic stagnation point 
locaten near the rounded apex of the model . Mov ing downstream) 
this boundary line, first of all oriented according to the bissector 
of the angle at the apex, curves in then and rapidly becomes 
parallel to the leadin e ge e From the stagnation point , 
which appears to be a point of retrogression, a s econd departure 
line becomes detached) curved in the opposite direction and which 
separates the flow on the lower surface which reunites with the trail-
ing edge. from that which flows onto the protective panel 
due to the effect of a vortex which forms along the socket 
(Fig. 13a and 17 b); 
- the separation line S on the upper surface (Fig . lSc) 
is also located on a generating line of the model, but in the 
immediate proximity of the leading ed ge , except near the apex 
where it curves in towards the socket (Fig. 13d) . This incurvation 
of the departure and separation lines at the apex indicates 
a decrease in the local angle of attack accentuated by the effects 
of the boundary layer of the protective panel; 
- indeed, the boundary layer which forms on this panel 
separates at the obstacle which the model forms. This three -
d imensional separation becomes the "horseshoe" vortex center , 
but in the assymmetrical case \vhich consis ts of a model at an 
angle of attackUO, llJ , it is especially the lower surface of 
of these vortexes \vhich develops (Fig . lSb and A), and the 
separation line on the panel which continues to flow away from 
the model on the lower surface , very quickly turns back towards 
the socket on the upper surface (Fig . 17c); 
- lastly, as has been observed many times on thick swept wings , 
the organized part on the upstream side of the marginal section 
enclosed by the main cone is the center of two secondary vortexes 
the first of which (T l ) moves along the separation line near 
the leading ed ge ann turns in the same direct ion as the ma in 
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vortex I, wl1ereas the s conrl (I2) moving in the opposite c irection 
i s inserted bet~ een these two vortexes (F i g . l5c , ~ and C) . 
Under these conditions, the layer of f lm., \vhich unrolls along 
the learting edge (Fig . l3c) d ivides into two substrata which feed the ma l 
ann thQ s econdary vortic es in the same d irection respectively . 
Fig . 13 . - Flow around a model of an enlarged \ving 1.]. 
at a 20 0 angle of attack (water tunnel - Re ~ 104 ) . 
Views of the upper surface (b , c , d ) and ofCthe 
lower surface (a ). 
3.3. Effect of t he Angle of Attack LlQ 
Ihe d ifferent views grouped in Figure 16 allow the course of 
the flow as a funct ion of an i ncreas i ng angle of attack a 
with constant Re %104 . ~ith a s mall angle of attack (Fig . l6a ' ) 
c 
the lines of parietal current on t he upper surface trail in the 
d irection of the generating lines of the wing and only separate 
near the free end of t he mo el . 
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Fig . 14 - Flow around a model of an enlarged 12 
wing at a 20 0 angl e of attack (water tunnel 
Re IX 104 ). Cross -sections located near the 
apgx (a , a') , in the mid-chord sec t ion (b , b e) 
and upstream from the trailing ed ge (c , c ' ) 
of the socket section according to Figure 11 - 2 
( see note) 
View followin g an axis parallel to the local 
tangent on the lower surface (a) or the upper 
surface (a'), at the vortex axis (b , c) or on 
the plane of the flying surface (b '. c , ). 
Note : the section is located downstream from 
the breakdown point of the main vortex . 
With a 15 ° angle of attack (Fig . 16 be , b"), the separation L1Q 
occurs along a generating line near the leading edge and it results 
from the formation of the vortex structure described above , with 
a well-organized main vortex from the apex near which its origin 
is located to the end of the model . 
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Fig. 15 - Diagram of the flow around a cylindrical accentuated sw~ 
wing at high angle of attack. - a, b, c - diagrams relating to the 
lower surface, the socket and the upper surface. - A, S , C - diagrams 
of the transversal pseudo -flow at the top of the apex, of the mid-
chord and downstream from the trailing ed~e of the socket section. 
Key, 1 single nonisotropic stagnation po~nt . . . 
p J. departure lines between the flOWS) the lea?L~1g & tra~l~ng edges 
2J nf the lower surface which are di- , the tra~l~ng edges and the 
rected towards protective panel 
3 & 4. f1m" surfaces which end along lines P and 2. 
5 parietal flow lines. 
S main separation line on the upper surface 
6 conical sheet winding around the main vortex T which breakdowns 
in E 
7 & 8 secondary sheets '''ind ing around vortexes T 1 in the same 
direction and T2 in the opposite direction of T 
9 disorganized .cores of vortexes T, T and T 
10 sheet twisted around the vortex at t~e traifing edge T' 
11 separation line on the protective panel curverl in on both sides 
of a departure - point 
12 sheet tWisten around the main vortex I curved in the shape of 
a horseshoe ann characterizing the separation on the panel 
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Fi~, 15 continued 
13 small separated r e ions obs erved on the protective panel 
14 flow surfaces, boundaries of flow layers feeding the various 
vortexes on the upper surface and leading along the 
separation lines Rand R', 
At an angle of attack of 20° (Fig, 16 c') and a fortiori at 
and angle of attack of 25° (Fig. l6d'd"), the vortex structure 
develops, the breakdown of the main vortex occurs on the downstream 
side and moves upstream, whereas the disorganization of the marginal 
sector progresses in the same direction. 
\~hile the separation line on the upper surface tends to be 
located more and more near the leading ed ge, the departure point 
on the lower surface~ves further away as the angle of attack increases 
(F.1g. l6abcd). 
At an angle of attack of 25° , all of these phenomena are especially Lj 
well developed I the visualizations then reveal the spiral structure 
of the breakdown of the main vortex (Fig. 17 d), and the shape curved 
in a horseshoe form of the vortexes on top of the apex and character-
~z~ng the separation of the boundary layer on the protective panel 
(Fig. 17 a b c). Due to a slit placffi in the leading edge of the enlarged 
model of the apex and implemented in these tests, it was possible 
to emit a ,band of dye which directly visualizes a section of the 
vortex sheet which twists around the main vortex (Fig. l7c d). Likewise 
in order to allow a closer analysis of the three-dimensional separa-
tion on the protective panel and its course as a function of the 
angle of attack (Fig . 18), the dye was emit ted along this flat 
wall in the form of a parietal sheet which passes around the separ-
ated region and isolated filaments of variable altitude , in other 
words more or less near this wall depending on the regu lation of 
their flow, and \"hich f eeo the horseshoe vortexes (F" g 17 b c) 
or become distorted before the separated band . 
Figure 18 reveals the path as a function of an increasing 
aQgle of attack of the shape of this band near the apex in a laminar 
region (Fig . l8a - e) and moreover confirms that the appearance of 
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thn hFnOm na ~ C.5 not chRnee jr a 1 t'bl.lJ no..: y"t r """ such as that 
set in motion at Pe %0.5 x 10 
c 
(com"are F 1."g IP .. , " 0' e" and f x-' fH ). I Z.JC . • -
Fig. 16 - Effect of the angle of attack a on the floto' around .Ll1. 
an enlarged wing model (tvater tunnel - Re ::: 104 ). Views of 
the lower surfa~e (a. c, c, d) and th(! uBper surface (a', b'. c', d' 
Cross-sections (b", d ") downstream from the trailing edge of the 
socket segtion. ex =5° (a , a'), a=15° (b, be, bit), a=200(c, c f ) 
and CL = 25 (d, d', d") . 
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Fig. 17 - Flow around a monel of an enlarged apex 
at a 25 0 angle of attack (vlater tunnel Re ~ 0.5 x 
Views of the upper surface (d) , of a wingCsec tion 
ill 
104 ) • 
(c), 
of the lower surface (b), a longitudinal section 
passing through the apex (a) visualized by air bubbles. 
4. Analysis in a ivinrl Tunnel of the Vortex Flm..; 
In order to complete the information obtained at low Reynolds 
numbers , an exploratory study of the flow field on the upper surface 
of the wing was made in a w'in<i tunnel on the follmving configuration: 
sweep <p ::: 60° , angle of attack a = 19° corresponding to a Cz equal 
to 80% of the maximum Cz. This configuration ShO"'S a vortex separation 
involving almost all of the wing span and structured on the major 
. part of its transversal dimension. 
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Fig. 18 - Effect of the angle of attack Cl and the Reynolds 
number Re on the flow along the protective panel and around
l an enlarggd model of the apex (water tunnel - Re.~ 0.5 x 104 ) 
except when otherwise indicated. C 
a = Q:l (a); a = 100 (b); a= 15 0 (c); ex= 20° (0); a= 25' (e, e', eft); 
a = 25 0 \vith Re ~ 2 x lOt} (f, ff) (turbulent system). 
Section view·s (£, b, c, d , e , f) - cross sections located 
near the apex (e f, f') and t he mid -chord (e", fll) of the 
socket section. 
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The test speed of 90 m/sec (Re
c 
'= 1 . 9 x 106 ) ensures a rapid 
i nitiation of the transition especially ~~hen the flow separates . 
4.1. G~neral Flow Chara.cteristics 
The results of the probe normally made at the socket of the 
model i n 6 secti ons, defined by the values of the abscis sa x/c , 
are'found in Figure 19 . This representation of the pseudo -
transvers a l flow reveals the extens i on and path of the vortex 
f l ow on the upper s urface of the wing . 
Near the apex ( x /c = 0. 24) , the probe can onl y reach the out er 
part of the separation bubble \"hose thickness is very small. Nore-
over, w'e 'viII note the effect of evident convolution near the 
leading edge . 
ylC 
1,58 
q91 ~" ........ ~ 
- . - :::::: _, . .. 
[t ~~~~~~~ (i 11~-;m'\~ \\'~~~ 
ff~i~) i~ ~ ~:~ ~ f" :_.. J, } ~\ \, ' , ... 
:::::, \.......... " '" t \' '\ 
.:.:. .--, ~" t"" · '\ 
x/c= 
2;91 
x/c {(.W~ t ~ wi ~~~ f 1; 
O~~~~~--~~~----~----~------------~------------1-------~ 
• Fig . 19 
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1 2 3 
Projection of the Speed Vector on tlhe Planes Which /14 
Are Probed 
Fig. 20 - Visualization of Parietal Flow. 
a) Positions of the vortex axis by probingO 
b) Positions of the minimum parietal pressureD 
For x/c = 0.91, a vortex structure is revealed. An evident ill 
straightening of treflow direc~ion at the level of the leading 
edge is associated to the formation of this structure. The 
region occupied by the upper surface vortex flow, already considerable 
starting at x/c = 1.58, then rapidly increases in size when x/c 
increases at the same time as the vortex axis moves a~lTay from 
the wing surface. The position of this axis, deduced from the 
probings, is given in Figure 21a in projection on the socket 
plane 0 zx and, in Figure 2lb, in projection on the plane of 
chords Oxy. The latter plotting is transfe~d in Figtrre 20 on-
to the photograph of the parietal flm" visualization as well as 
the position of the minimum pressure at the wall in various 
wing sections (see 2 . 2) . 
The comparison of these results inrlicates that the minimum 
pressure colrcides ~.,ith the projection on the plane of the chords 
of the main vortex axis and correspon~appreciably to the point 
f inflection of the parietal flow lines. 
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The change in the dis tance of the vortex axis from the wall 
shown in Figure 2la allows an initial r egion 1:1 to be clearly 
aist inguished 0 which slm-Illy thickens and which corresponds to 
x/c ~1 of a central region 1:2 'IThere the vortex axis, considerably 
rec tilinear, is much more inclined tmvards the wall (% 5 b). 
Lastly, ,.,e ,.,ill observe that towaras the end of the wing 
(x/c ~ 3.58) the vortex axis istinctly moves further and further 
aVlay from the wall and tilts toward s the socket (Fi g. 2lb) and 
tends towards a direct·ion parallel to that of the general flow . 
ZIC 
O~ 
• 0.2 
- aT 
X/C 
1 2 3 4-
YIC 
2 b 
1 
1 2 3 
Fig . 21 - Position of the vortex 
axis by probing - a) in projec-
tion on the socket plane Oxz, b) in 
projection of the wing plane Oxy. 
4.2. Formation of the Main 112 
Vortex - Study of the Initial 
Region 1:1 . 
The probings obtained with 
the means defined in 2.1 only 
give limited information in the 
initial sections (x/c:: 1) where 
the dissipative layers are not 
very thick. A detailed study of 
the parietal visualizations has 
thus attem~ted to specify the 
organization of this region of 
flow near the apex . Despite the 
inevitable r ole ';vhich interpreta-
tion plays in this procedure , this 
study completes, for a clearly 
higher Reynolds number value, 
'the detailed observations obtained 
in the water tunnel (3 . 2). 
First of all, it should be pointed out that the dissipative 
effects which are most obvious, characterizing the turbulent 
flow, systes,tend to rapidly break up the small vortex structures, 
twhich could lead to a change in the organization of the secondary 
. flows revealed in a laminar system. Figure 22 gives a detailed 
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Rr-axe d ) 
": ........ 'S tourbillon T2 
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x/c O~~~S===~~~==========~========~ 0,5 1 
Fig. 22 - Details of the Flow in the Apex of the Wing Region 
a) Parietal visualization 
Key for 
b) Diagram of the flow 
22b a a) Three-dimensional bubble. b) starting vortex, 
c) Driving line d) vortex axis T2, 
e) vortex axis T 
view of the parietal visualization obtained on the upper surface 
of the wing near the apex and the flow diagram \vhich it suggests 
t n which three regions can be distinguished , 
- from 0 to D (Diagram 1) the flow coming from the lower 
surface moves around the leading edge and separates at S due to 
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the effect of the unfavorable pressure gradient which follows the 
leading edge overspeed. In this process, separation results 
from a considerable destabilization of the boundary layer and 
the the separated sheet hardly tilted towards the \-lall imprisons 
a very slow flow layer. The rejoining occurs along line R, 
considerably p.arallel to the leading e ge separating the fluid 
which flows back from that movihg downstream . The flow in the bubble 
thus formed is also fed along the socket by fluid coming from 
the protective panel, and flows transverselY'in a direc -
tion \.;rhich 'is first of all continually changing and then 
which tends to become parallel to the leading edge , 
- at point D, the visualization indicates a rapid rise of / 16 
' the separation line towards the leading edge (Diagram 20 Fig. 22). 
The phenomenon of non-convolution of the leading edge 
mainly .due to the progress1ve increase in stze of the local 
pseudo-angle of attack of the flow leading to a stall situation, 
causes a sudden straightening of the fluid sheet which separates , 
thus creating a circumstance favorable to the initiation of 
a coil characteristic of a conical vortex. 
The parietal flow lines cause a very localized inflection 
downstream of point D which then spreads out and combines with 
the flow paths coming from the initial bubble to form a parietal 
path characteristic of a conical vortex structure (T). 
Let us note that the re-attachment line R takes a direction 
,,,hich is tilted more downstream, a direction imposed by the 
development of the vortex (T). The flow confined between vortex T 
and the leading edge is pulled away by the fluid sheet at an 
accelerated speed which separates from the leading edge. It f10..-,s 
in a direction which becomes appreCiably perpendicular to the 
latter. This configuration extends onto the part of the leading 
• edge between points D and D2 , 
- beyond D2 , the increase in transversal dimensions of vortex 
T leads to a change in the confined zone. A secondary separation $2 
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.. - , 
occurs, fol~~d by a readhcrence R2 defining a small counter-vortex 
T2 (Diagram 3, Fig. 22) which progresses along the leading edge 
vii th vortex T. 
This description is basically the same for the results 
obtained in the \.;ater tunnel. It allows one to specify, 
when the laminar-turbulent transition occurs very near the separ-
ation , the effects causerl by this circumstance on the organiza tion 
of the f low near t he apex . 
0.5 
b) 8xe du 
tourbiflon 
(ZaJ 
Zq/C 
Fig. 23 - Change in the Speed 
Component vT(zo). 
Key I a) Exterior flow, b) Vor-
tex axis, c) Core 
to the vortex axis (See Fig . 21) . 
This diagram allows the core 
4 . 3. Study of the M3 "n Vortex T 
In order to characterize 
the development of the vortex 
flow to its transition in 
each of the planes of explorat ion , 
the variation in the size . 
of dynamic fields should be 
examined along axis zo ' perpen-
dicular to the wing and pass i ng 
through the center of vortex T . 
As an example p Figure 23 indicates 
the change in the component vt 
of t he speed from the trans-
versal flow defined in the 
trihedral angle oxryrzr linked 
of the vortex which consists 
of a coil \.;ith perceptibly constant rotation to be distinguished 
from the exterior flow ~\Thich does not rotate and to define the 
vortex center as well as a dimensionz characteristic of its 
v 
transversal dimension. 
Figure 24 shows the change according t02 of the velocity 
a 
• modulus VIVo for seven probing planes revealing a characteristic 
hollow on the zm side which coincides considerably with the 
• vortex axis (Fig . 2Ia). 
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The abscissa zm of the maximum velocity also allows the 
transversal dimension of the vortex to be characterized. 
Moreover . it is very similar to the value Zv defined previously 
(see Fig. 2sa ). 
41c 
x/c ~ Q24-
YIC = 0,14. 
y 
0.91 1,58 
0,64. 1,05 
Fig. 24 - Change in Size of the Velocity Distributions V(zo)' 
In addition, we will notea sizeable dispersion of the ill 
measurements in certain sections t a dispersion w'hich cannot 
be entirely attributed to an incorrect functioning of the 
probe submitted to too high angles of attack . The instab,ility 
of the vortex structure '''hich appears after x/c % 2.24 and which 
is especially evident for x/c = 2.58 is not to be dismissed . 
Moreover, it coincides with a change of system in the development 
of the vortex flow which we are nQT,v going to examine. 
The longitudinal evolution of the vortex on the upper 
• surface is thus characterized, at first analysis, by the three 
• standard factors of its development: the transversal dimension zvor 
~ zm' the intensity of the vorticity of the corel 
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and the minimum velocity Vmin on the axis . The eVOlution 
following x/c of these various dimensions is represented in 
Figure 25. Two distinct regions of evolution appear: 
- for x/c ~ 2.24, an area of development where the minimum 
velocity on the axis increases while the transversal dimension of 
the vor·tex increases progressively with a correlative moderate 
rlecrease of the vorticity of the core . 
- downstream from x/c = 2.24, an area ,,,here a sudden increase 
in the transversal dimension of the vortex is noted accompanied 
by a rapid decli~e of the vorticity and of the velocity 
on the axis . . The origin of this area coincides with an 
evident instability of the vortex structure . This rapid 
evolution, caused by the slowing down of the general flow 
• which the decrease i n maximum velocity V max measured at the 
boundary of the vortex indicates, defines the appearance 
• 
• 
of the process of breakdown of the vortex on the upper surface 
which seems to occur for x/c >3. 
5 Conclusion 
The vortex flow on the upper surface of a wing having 
variable sweep placed at a high angle of attack was the subject 
of an in-depth experimental study in a wind tunnel and water 
tunnel . It was possible, by global efforts, to determine, 
as a function of the anglffi of attack and sweep, a field of 
existence of this type of flm., vlhich t.,as then analyzed more 
closely by means of a static pressure field and parietal 
visualizations. An effect of the Reynolds number, especially 
on the angle of attack of the appearance of the vortex flow 
on this iving, could be observed. 
The examination of the very structure of the separations which 
were organized around a conical vortex in a water tunnel with 
low Reynolds number resulted in the description of a very 
exact diagram of the vortex flow including its formation near 
t he apex and its breakdown in the region of the trailing edge. 
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Fig. 25 - Longitudinal Evolu-
I 't ion of the Vortex 
a) transversal dimens ions, 
b) vorticity on the axis, 
c) minimum and maximum velocities 
in the vortex . 
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This diagram proves to be 
rather similar to that which 
results from an analysis made 
in a Hind tunnel with a much 
higher Reynolds number, involving 
the detailed scanning of the 
flow field on the upper surface 
of the wing as well as the 
parietal visualization for a 
special configuration . 
In addition, these explorations 
allowed a detailed study of the 
evolution of the main vortex to 
be made and thus constitute a 
very valuable element in view 
of modelling such flows . 
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